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Abstract. We summarize recent progress and on-going developments
for exact geometric and algebraic computations within the Computa-
tional Geometry Algorithms Library (Cgal). We detail the existing ma-
chinery used in ecient, exact and robust implementations of various
geometric entities.
1 Introduction
Implementing geometric algorithms is far from being a trivial and straightfor-
ward process. Not only do we have to accommodate potentially complicated data
structures, but also account for computations involving numerical data. These
computations, called predicates, are functions of a constant number of geometric
objects (e.g., points) returning a small number of values (e.g., a sign), and aect
the choices made by the algorithm. The correct or consistent evaluation of pred-
icates is vital in order for an implementation to be robust and for the outcome
of the algorithm to be usable. However, even the simplest possible calculations
may lead to inconsistent or wrong results [16], especially when the geometric
input data are in degenerate or almost degenerate congurations.
This phenomenon that has given rise to a variety of methodologies for en-
suring robustness of the implementation, while providing some guaranties for
the output. These methodologies include adaptive precision oating-point arith-
metic, the \topology-oriented approach", symbolic perturbations, controlled per-
turbations, and exact geometric computation | see [19] for a nice overview.
The exact geometric computation paradigm, along with the continued evolution
of software libraries oering exact number types [9,12,18], provides a platform
for implementing correct and robust geometric algorithms without the need for
arithmetic considerations. When combined with arithmetic and geometric lter-
ing techniques, as well as lazy geometric evaluation considerations the overhead
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of exact geometric computation can turn out to be negligible, not only when
taking into account the easiness of development and the correctness guarantees
that it provides, but also in absolute terms.
2 The Computational Geometry Algorithms Library
The Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (Cgal) [8] is a software li-
brary for computational geometry algorithms and data structures. It started in
1995 as a European project, and currently it is a mature Open Source project. It
has gone through more than 15 public releases and its latest version, version 3.6
[23], is comprised of more than 600,000 lines of C++ code. The goal of the Cgal
Open Source project is \to provide easy access to ecient and reliable geometric
algorithms in the form of a C++ library", as it is stated in the project web page.
Due to the dual nature of geometric algorithms, namely combinatorics/data
structures and computations on geometric objects, the design paradigm for the
algorithms in Cgal follows a clear-cut separation between the combinatorial
aspects of these algorithms and the numerical computations. This separation is
evident in the template parameters Cgal classes. For example, algorithms for
computing triangulated Delaunay graphs have two template parameters called
respectively (triangulation) traits and (triangulation) data structure. All com-
binatorial operations, as well as the data structures representing the Delaunay
graphs are provided by the data structure template parameter, whereas all nu-
merical issues are abstracted and encapsulated in the traits template parameter.
Currently, the Cgal library oers algorithms for tackling a variety of geo-
metric problems | see the Package Overview section of the latest Cgal manual
[23] for a complete listing of the packages oered. Algorithms in Cgal rely on
concepts; the library typically provides at least one model for each concept. This
design allows for modularity and exchangeability of components, making Cgal
an ideal platform for benchmarking dierent ways of implementing the same
concept. Flexibility is gained by means of template parameters and has proven
to go quite far with respect to the kind and complexity of the functionality
provided to the end-user; see, e.g., the case of 2D and 3D triangulations [3],
as well as that of 2D arrangements [25]. Robustness is ensured via exact predi-
cates provided by either a kernel or a geometric traits class. The use of various
arithmetic/geometric ltering techniques [5,20,24,15], and symbolic perturba-
tions (e.g., [10]) has counter-balanced the additional cost of performing exact
arithmetic in degenerate or almost degenerate congurations of the input data.
3 Algebraic computations in CGAL
During the last decade a considerable amount of work in Computational Geom-
etry has shifted towards computing geometric entities involving non-linear geo-
metric objects [4]. If we are to categorize these eorts, they should be split into
two categories: (1) problems/implementations involving computations on alge-
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involving computations on algebraic numbers of large/arbitrary algebraic degree
What is common in both cases, however, is that, either at the analysis or at the
implementation level, the need for support for algebraic tools became apparent.
Cgal started as a project oering geometric algorithms for simple objects,
such as points, linear segments and circles; as a result the provided algorithms
required support for the exact computation of quantities involving only ratio-
nal operations (or limited support for square roots). Cgal's evolution over the
years reects the shift in interest towards curvilinear objects. As of release 3.0,
Cgal oers packages for computing the 2D additively weighted Voronoi diagram
(it requires support for algebraic numbers of degree 2) [11], and for computing
arrangements of conic curves [24]. A package for computing the 2D Euclidean
segment Voronoi diagram was introduced in release 3.1 (it requires support for
algebraic number of algebraic degree 4) [15], while in release 3.2 we have the
introduction of the 2D Circular Kernel, the rst kernel designed for non-linear
geometric objects [7], accompanied by a specialized, and with limited function-
ality, algebraic kernel for degree 2 algebraic numbers. In the same release a
framework for Kinetic Data Structures was introduced [22], while the Cgal ar-
rangements' package extended its applicability arbitrary degree B ezier curves
[13]: in both cases, support for operations on large/arbitrary degree polynomials
and large/arbitrary degree algebraic numbers, namely root isolation and root
comparison, has been the computational core, and relied primarily on either in-
ternal (to the package) code for algebraic computations, or on algebraic numbers
provided by external libraries, such as CORE [9].
A parallel eort had been underway by the EXACUS project [1]; as of Cgal's
release 3.3 the two projects started to merge, and Cgal changed its underlying
structure: the library moved from being number-type centric to relying on a
concrete and well-designed platform of algebraic foundations [14]. In release 3.4
we have the formal introduction on polynomials and modular arithmetic, whereas
on the geometry side the 2D Circular Kernel got a three-dimensional counterpart:
the 3D Spherical Kernel [6]. With the latest public release 3.6, Cgal provides
the rst model of an algebraic kernel for arbitrary degree univariate polynomials
[17] based on the RS library [21], while work for a univariate algebraic kernel
based on the bitstream Descartes' algorithm and a bivariate algebraic kernel
based on the curve analysis approach, is currently underway and is expected to
be part of the next public release of Cgal [2].
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